Abstract. We give a structural description of the finite subsets A of an arbitrary group G which obey the polynomial growth condition |A n | ď n d |A| for some bounded d and sufficiently large n, showing that such sets are controlled by (a bounded number of translates of) a coset nilprogression in a certain precise sense. This description recovers some previous results of Breuillard-Green-Tao and Breuillard-Tointon concerning sets of polynomial growth; we are also able to describe the subsequent growth of |A m | fairly explicitly for m ě n, at least when A is a symmetric neighbourhood of the identity. We also obtain an analogous description of symmetric probability measures µ whose nfold convolutions µ˚n obey the condition }µ˚n}´2 ℓ 2 ď n d }µ}´2 ℓ 2 . In the abelian case, this description recovers the inverse Littlewood-Offord theorem of Nguyen-Vu, and gives a "symmetrised" variant of a recent nonabelian inverse Littlewood-Offord theorem of Tiep-Vu.
Introduction
In the field of arithmetic combinatorics, it has turned out to be particularly fruitful to establish inverse theorems in which some combinatorial hypothesis on an object of arithmetic combinatorial nature (e.g. a finite subset of a group) is used to establish a much more explicit description of that object. Ideally, these inverse theorems should be matched as closely as possible by a converse direct theorem that shows that all objects of the given explicit description obey the original combinatorial hypothesis (perhaps with some loss in the quantitative constants). A typical instance of this is Freiman's inverse sumset theorem, first established over the integers by Freiman [10] , and in the general setting of abelian groups by Green and Ruzsa [11] : Theorem 1.1 (Freiman's theorem). Let G " pG,`q be an arbitrary abelian group, and let A be a finite non-empty subset of G of cardinality |A|. Suppose that the sumset 2A " A`A :" ta 1`a2 : a 1 , a 2 P Au is such that |A`A| ď K|A| for some K ě 1. Then there exists a coset progression H`P , where H is a finite subgroup of G and P " P pv 1 , . . . , v r ; N 1 , . . . , N r q is a generalised arithmetic progression, that is to say a set of the form
More explicit values for C K were given in [11] ; for the best known bounds on these quantities 1 see the survey [23] of Sanders. However, we will not be concerned with quantitative values of constants in this paper. The corresponding direct theorem is easy: if H`P is a coset progression of some rank r and A is a subset of H`P with |A| ě ε|H`P |, then it is easy to see that |A`A| ď C r,ε |A| for some quantity C r,ε depending only on r, ε.
A closely related variant of Freiman's theorem concerns iterated sumsets nA " AÀ of A for large n, in the case that nA enjoys relative polynomial growth in n: Theorem 1.2 (Polynomial growth inverse theorem). Let d ě 1, and let n be sufficiently large depending on d (thus n ě n 0 pdq for some n 0 pdq depending on d). Let A be a finitenon-empty subset of an abelian group G such that |nA| ď n d |A|. Then there exists a coset progression H`P of rank at most C d such that A Ă H`P and |H`P | ď C See for instance [23, Theorem 2.7] for a quantitative version of this theorem with quite good values for the constants n 0 pdq, C d , C 1 d . Again, the corresponding direct theorem is easy to establish: if H`P has rank at most r and A Ă H`P with |A| ě ε|H`P |, then |nA| ď C r,ε n r |A| for some C r,ε depending only on r, ε.
Another family of inverse theorems in arithmetic combinatorics are the inverse LittlewoodOfford theorems that classify the tuples of elements v 1 , . . . , v n of an additive group for which the random sum˘v 1˘¨¨¨˘vn exhibits unusually large concentration; see [21] for a survey. A near-optimal such theorem in the case of torsion-free abelian groups is the following result of Nguyen and Vu [20, Theorem 2.5]:
Theorem 1.3 (Inverse Littlewood-Offord theorem). Let v 1 , . . . , v n be elements of a torsion-free abelian group G " pG,`q, and define the concentration probability ρ :" sup xPG Ppξ 1 v 1`¨¨¨`ξn v n " xq where ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n P t´1,`1u are independent Bernoulli variables, each of which attains either sign`1,´1 with equal probability. Suppose that ρ ě n´A for some A ą 0. Let n 1 P rn ε , ns for some ε ą 0. Then there exists an arithmetic progression P of rank r at most C ε,A that contains all but at most n 1 of the v 1 , . . . , v n , such that
where C ε,A depends only on ε and A.
Setting n 1 to be comparable to n and ignoring the exceptional elements that lie outside of P , this result can be matched by a corresponding direct theorem; see [20, Example 1.7] . Inverse Littlewood-Offord theorems have a number of applications, particularly to the theory of discrete random matrices; see [21] for details.
In this paper we will be concerned with analogues of these inverse theorems in the context of non-abelian groups G " pG,¨q. To reflect this we now switch to multiplicative notation rather than additive notation, for instance using product sets A¨B :" tab : a P A, b P Bu, iterated product sets A n " A¨. . .¨A, etc.
To state the non-abelian version of Freiman's theorem, we need to generalise the notion of a coset progression, recalling some notation from [6] . Define a nilprogression 2 P " P pv 1 , . . . , v r ; N 1 , . . . , N r q, where v 1 , . . . , v r are elements of a group G and N 1 , . . . , N r ą 0 are real numbers, to be the set of all evaluations of words formed from v 1 , . . . , v r , v´1 1 , . . . , v´1 r , where for each i " 1, . . . , r, the total number of times v i and v´1 i are used in the word is at most N i , and such that v 1 , . . . , v r generate a nilpotent group of some nilpotency class s, which we refer to as the nilpotency class of the nilprogression; the quantity r is the rank of a nilprogression. Next, we define a coset nilprogression to be a set of the form HP , where H is a finite group, and P is a subset of the normaliser NpHq of H which becomes a nilprogression upon applying the quotient map from NpHq to NpHq{H, that is to say the coset nilprogression HP is the pullback of a nilprogression in NpHq{H. Note that a coset progression is nothing more than a coset nilprogression in an abelian group. We define the rank and nilpotency class of a coset nilprogression to be the rank and nilpotency class of the associated nilprogression.
It turns out to be technically convenient to restrict to 3 a well behaved class of nilprogressions and coset nilprogressions. Following [6] , we call a nilprogression P " P pu 1 , . . . , u r ; N 1 , . . . , N r q in C-normal form for some C ě 1 if the following hold:
(i) (Upper-triangular form) For every 1 ď i ă j ď r and for all four choices of signs one has ru˘1 i , u˘1 j s P Pˆu j`1 , . . . , u r ; CN j`1 N i N j , . . . , CN r N i N j˙.
Here and in the sequel we use the convention rg, hs :" g´1h´1gh. We say that a coset nilprogression is in C-normal form if its associated nilprogression is in C-normal form. Note that for a nilprogression (or coset nilprogression) in C-normal form, the nilpotency class is bounded by the rank r.
2 A pedantic point: technically, a nilprogression is not just the set P , but is instead the tuple pP, r, G, pv 1 , . . . , v r q, pN 1 , . . . , N r qq, thus it is possible for distinct nilprogressions to generate the same set P by selecting different choices of v 1 , . . . , v r or N 1 , . . . , N r . Similarly for the concept of a coset nilprogression. This distinction is needed later when we define the dilations P t , HP t of a nilprogression P or coset nilprogression HP . However, in the paper we will frequently abuse notation and just refer to the set P (or HP ) as the nilprogression (or coset nilprogression).
3 One could also work instead with the closely related nilcomplete progressions and nilpotent progressions studied in [28] , [9] .
Next, following [25] , we define an K-approximate group for some K ě 1 to be a subset A of a group G which is symmetric (thus A´1 :" ta´1 : a P Au is equal to A), contains the identity 1, and is such that A 2 can be covered by at most K left-translates of A. We then have the following result from [6, Theorem 2.10], building upon many previous results (see [7] for a survey): Theorem 1.4 (Inverse theorem for K-approximate groups). Let A be a finite Kapproximate group in an arbitrary group G. Then there exists a coset nilprogression HP of rank and nilpotency class at most C K in C K -normal form, such that |HP | ď C K |A| and that A is covered by at most C K left-translates of HP . Here C K is a quantity depending only on K.
The bounds on the rank and nilpotency class can be made quite effective; see [6, Theorem 2.12]. However, the bound on the size of HP , the normal form, and the covering number are currently ineffective, due to the reliance in [6] on results related to Hilbert's fifth problem. As we will be relying heavily on Theorem 1.4 in this paper, the bounds in our results are similarly ineffective. As far as the corresponding direct theorem is concerned, one can check that a coset nilprogression HP of rank r and nilpotency class s in C-normal form is a C r,s,C -approximate group for some C r,s,C depending on r, s, C; see [6, Lemma C.1, Remark C.2] or [9] . This direct theorem is not a full converse to the above inverse theorem, since one has to also consider the situation where A is covered by a bounded number of left-translates of HP rather than being equal to HP , but shows that the description of approximate groups given in Theorem 1.4 is somewhat close to optimal. Now we turn to nonabelian analogues of Theorem 1.2. We first recall two results in the literature, which were proven as consequences of Theorem 1.4: Theorem 1.5. Let A be a symmetric finite subset of a group G containing the identity, let d ą 0, and suppose that |A n | ď n d |A| for some n that is sufficiently large depending on d (thus n ě n 0 pdq for some sufficiently large n 0 pdq depending only on d).
(i) [6, Theorem 1.13] The group xAy generated by A is virtually nilpotent. Indeed, xAy has a subgroup G 1 of index at most C d , which contains a normal finite subgroup H such that G 1 {H is nilpotent of rank and nilpotency class at most
(ii) [9, Theorem 1.1] For any natural numbers m ě n and k ą 1, we have
These results give a significant amount of control on A; for instance, the first claim (i) easily implies Gromov's theorem [12] that finitely generated groups of polynomial growth are virtually nilpotent. However, these statements are not complemented by a matching direct theorem; the conclusions (i), (ii) do not obviously imply a bound like |A n | ď n d |A|.
1.1. New results. Our first main result gives an inverse theorem that comes with a matching direct theorem. To state it, we need some additional definitions. Given a nilprogression P " P pv 1 , . . . , v r ; N 1 , . . . , N r q in a group G and a parameter t ą 0, we define the dilation P t by the formula
Note that this agrees with the existing definition of P t as an iterated product when t is a natural number. Given a group element g P G, we define the "norm" }g} P P r0,`8s by the formula }g} P :" inftt P r0,`8s : g P P t u.
It is easy to see that }g} P " 0 if and only if g " 1, that }g´1} P " }g} P , and }gh} P ď }g} P`} h} P for all g, h P G, thus justifying the denotation of }} P as a "norm". One can think of the nilprogression P as being analogous to a symmetric convex body in a vector space, in which case }} P is analogous to the norm generated by that body as a unit ball. Informally, elements g P G which are small in }} P norm will almost preserve P by left multiplication: gP « P .
Similarly, given a coset nilprogression HP in a group G and a parameter t ą 0, we define the coset nilprogression HP t to be the pullback of the nilprogression pHP {Hq t under the quotient map from NpHq to NpHq{H, and then define }g} HP :" inftt P r0,`8s : g P HP t u.
Again we have }g´1} HP " }g} HP and }gh} HP ď }g} HP`} h} HP for all g, h P G; furthermore one has }g} P " 0 if and only if g P H. Thus one can view }} HP as a "seminorm". As before, elements g P G which are small in }} HP seminorm will (informally speaking) almost preserve HP : gHP « HP .
Finally, we need a "virtual" extension of the "seminorm" }} HP . Given a finite nonempty set X Ă G and a group element g P G, we define the "seminorm" }g} HP,X by the formula }g} HP,X :" inf
where SympXq denotes the group of permutations σ : X Ñ X on the finite set X. Again, we have }g´1} HP,X " }g} HP,X and }gh} HP,X ď }g} HP,X`} h} HP,X . If }g} HP,X " 0 then gXHP " XHP ; more generally, one should think of elements g that are small in }} HP,X seminorm to approximately preserve XHP , thus gXHP « XHP . Example 1.6. Consider the dihedral group t´1,`1u˙Z of maps x Þ Ñ ax`b with a P t´1,`1u and b P Z. The set of translations P " tx Þ Ñ x`n : |n| ď Nu is a nilprogression, and hence also a coset nilprogression HP if we take H to be trivial. If we let X consist of the identity map x Þ Ñ x and the reflection x Þ Ñ´x, then a map g of the form x Þ Ñ ax`b with a P t´1,`1u and b P Z will have seminorm }g} HP,X " |b|{N.
We can now state our first main theorem, which we establish in Sections 2-3.
Theorem 1.7 (Inverse theorem for polynomial growth). Let A be a finite non-empty subset of a group G, let d ą 0, and suppose that |A n | ď n d |A| for some n that is sufficiently large depending on d. Then there exists a coset nilprogression HP of rank and nilpotency class at most C d in C d -normal form, and a finite subset X of G of cardinality at most C d containing the identity, such that
and such that
where C d is a natural number depending only on d.
Example 1.8. Continuing Example 1.6, if we take A to be the set of maps x Þ Ñ ax`b with a P t´1,`1u and |b| ď N{n for some 1 ď n ď N then we see that the hypotheses and conclusion of Theorem 1.7 are satisfied with the given value of HP and some absolute constants d, C d . 
which show that the growth of pA Y t1u Y A´1q mn is essentially controlled by that of HP m . (This latter observation was already implicitly used in [9] to establish Theorem 1.5(ii).) The m " 1 case of (1.4) also shows (in the case when A is a symmetric neighbourhood of the identity, so that A " A Y t1u Y A´1) that under the hypotheses (1.2) and (1.3), the condition |A n | ď n d |A| is equivalent (up to constants) to the lower bound |A| ě n´d|HP |, giving a direct theorem to match the inverse theorem.
Using (1.4), together with a detailed analysis of the growth of coset nilprogressions HP m , we will be able to obtain the following result, which gives a more precise form of Theorem 1.5(ii): Theorem 1.9 (Further growth of a locally polynomially growing set). Let the notation and hypotheses be as in Theorem 1.7. Then there exists a continuous piecewise linear non-decreasing function f : r0,`8q Ñ r0,`8q, with f p0q " 0 and f having at most C d distinct linear pieces, each of which has a slope that is a natural number not exceeding
for all natural numbers m ě 1, where C d depends only on d.
We establish this theorem in Section 4. As remarked previously, the inclusions in (1.4) were essentially already obtained in [9] , so this result should be viewed more as a complement to Theorem 1.7 than a consequence of it.
We illustrate Theorem 1.9 with two examples, one which shows that the slope of f can decrease over time, and the other showing that it can increase. where f pxq is equal to 2x for 0 ď x ď log N, equal to x`log N for log N ď x ď 2 log N, and equal to 2 log N for x ě 2 log N. This gives an example of Theorem 1.9 (with n and d equal to suitable constants, independent of N) in which the slopes of f pxq decrease as x increases. 
where f pxq is equal to 3x for 0 ď x ď log N, and equal to 4x´log N for x ě log N, thus giving an example where the slopes of f pxq increase as x increases.
One can take a Cartesian product of these two examples (with different choices of N) to produce an example of a function f which is neither convex nor concave; we leave the verification of this construction to the interested reader. We conjecture that an analogue of Theorem 1.9 holds with pA Y t1u Y A´1q mn replaced by A mn , but we will not pursue this question here. Theorem 1.9 may also be compared with the result of Khovanskiǐ [15] , which asserts that for any finite subset A of an abelian group G, the cardinality |A n | is a polynomial function of n for sufficiently large n. For comparison, Theorem 1.9 shows that the function m Þ Ñ |A m | is comparable to a piecewise polynomial function of m for m ě n, where the degree and number of pieces of this function, as well as the comparability constants, are bounded by a constant depending only on d. The result in [15] has been extended to abelian semigroups (see [18, 19] ) and to virtually abelian groups (see [2] ); there are partial extensions to the virtually nilpotent case [3] , but there exist nilpotent groups for which |A n | is not eventually polynomial [24] , although it is always asymptotic to a polynomial [8] .
Now we turn to the analogous problem for measures. Suppose that one is given a discrete probability measure µ on a group G " pG,¨q, or equivalently a non-negative function µ : G Ñ R`with ř xPG µpxq " 1. The convolution µ˚ν : G Ñ R`of two such probability measures, defined by
is again a probability measure. We denote by µ˚n the convolution of n copies of µ. Note that if µ is symmetric (by which we mean that µpx´1q " µpxq for all x P G), then µ˚n is symmetric for all n.
The quantity }µ}´2 ℓ 2 pGq :" p ř xPG µpxq 2 q´1, which is a quantity in the interval r1,`8q, is a measure of how broadly the probability measure µ is supported. For instance, if µ " 1 |A| 1 A is uniform measure on a finite set A, then }µ}´2 ℓ 2 pGq is equal to |A|. The quantity }µ˚n}´2 ℓ 2 pGq is then analogous to the quantity |A n | discussed previously.
From Young's inequality we see that the quantity }µ˚n}´2 ℓ 2 pGq is non-decreasing in n. The following inverse theorem, analogous to Theorem 1.7, describes those measures µ for which }µ˚n}´2 ℓ 2 pGq grows at most polynomially in n:
Theorem 1.12 (Inverse theorem for polynomial growth of measures). Let µ be a symmetric probability measure on a group G, let d ą 0 and ε ą 0, and suppose that
for some n that is sufficiently large depending on d and ε. Then there exists a coset nilprogression HP of rank and nilpotency class at most C d,ε in C d,ε -normal form, and a finite subset X of G of cardinality at most C d,ε containing the identity, such that
and such that ż
for some exceptional set E with
Here C d,ε is a quantity depending only on d and ε.
We prove this theorem in Section 5. Given that Theorem 1.7 does not require symmetry, it is reasonable to expect that some form of Theorem 1.12 can also be established for non-symmetric µ, but we do not pursue this issue here. Some exceptional set E must be permitted in the above theorem; indeed, given a symmetric probability measure µ, one can consider the modified measure µ 1 :" p1´δqµ`δν for an arbitrary probability measure ν and a small δ ą 0, and then
which shows that one can modify µ more or less arbitrarily on a set of measure Op1{nq without significantly increasing the quantity }µ˚n}´2 ℓ 2 . However, the n ε loss in (1.8) is somewhat undesirable (as we shall see, it matches the n ε loss in Theorem 1.3), and it may be possible to remove it at the cost of making the conclusion more complicated.
For the corresponding direct theorem, we have the following result, which is a converse to the above theorem if we remove the exceptional set E. Theorem 1.13 (Direct theorem for polynomial growth of measures). Let µ be a discrete symmetric probability measure on a group G. Let HP be a coset nilprogression in G of rank and nilpotency class bounded by M, in M-normal form, let X be a non-empty set of cardinality at most M, and suppose that ż
Then one has }µ˚n}´2 ℓ 2 ď C M |HP | for some quantity C M depending only on M.
We prove this result in Section 6; it is essentially a quantitative analysis of random walks on virtually nilpotent groups. Under additional hypotheses on X and µ, it is possible that one could (in the spirit of [4] ) obtain some sort of "central limit theorem" that describes µ˚n more precisely, but we do not pursue this issue here.
When the group G " pG,`q is abelian, one can use Theorem 1.12 to recover the inverse Littlewood-Offord theorem in Theorem 1.3; we do this in Section 7.
Now we turn to the question of obtaining non-abelian analogues of Littlewood-Offord theory. This question was recently investigated by Tiep and Vu [27] . We mention just one of their main results: Theorem 1.14. Let m, n, s ě 2 be integers, and let A 1 , . . . , A n be matrices in SL m pCq, each of which has order at least s. LetÂ 1 , . . . ,Â n be the independent random matrices selected by choosingÂ i to equal A i or A´1 i with equal probability, for each i " 1, . . . , n. While our methods cannot recover this type of result exactly, we can obtain the following related result involving a "symmetrised" form of the Littlewood-Offord problem, proven in Section 8:
Theorem 1.15. Let n ě 2 and 0 ă ε ď 1. Let A 1 , . . . , A n be elements of a group G " pG,¨q, and let A 1 1 , . . . , A 1 m be the independent identically distributed random variables with each A 1 i selected to equal one of A 1 , . . . , A n , A´1 1 , . . . , A´1 n with equal probability. If
and n ě C{ε 4 for a sufficiently large absolute constant C, then there exists a finite subgroup H of G of order at most Cε ? n which contains at least p1´Cε 2 qn of the A i .
Note if A i are as in Theorem 1.14, then none of the A i cannot be contained in any subgroup of order less than s, so from Theorem 1.15 applied in the contrapositive we see that sup
? nq for some absolute constant C, at least in the regime when s ě Cn 1{4 (actually one can replace the exponent 1{4 here by any other positive constant, as can be seen from the argument below). Thus our theorem differs from Theorem 1.14 in that the constant C is not explicit, and we can only control the random walk A 1 1 . . . A 1 n as opposed to the ordered random productÂ 1 . . .Â n , and one needs some lower bound on s.
Let µ be a finitely supported symmetric probability measure on a group G. By results of Gromov and Varopoulos (see e.g. [30] ), it is known that }µ˚n} ℓ 8 pGq decays at a rate " n´d {2 if and only if µ is supported in a subgroup G 1 of G of polynomial volume growth of degree at most d (thus |S n | ď C S n d for all finite sets S in G and all n); see e.g. [30] . By modifying the proof of Theorem 1.15, we can obtain 4 a non-asymptotic variant of this result: Theorem 1.16. Let d be a natural number and let ε ą 0. Let n be a natural number that is sufficiently large depending on d, ε, and let µ be a symmetric probability measure on a group G. Suppose that
then there exists a subgroup G 1 of G of polynomial volume growth of degree at most d such that µpG 1 q ě 1´ε.
We prove this result in Section 8.
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1.3. Notation. We will rely heavily on definitions, notations, and theorems from the paper [6] , which also established Theorems 1.4 and 1.5(i) above. As such, some familiarity with that paper will probably be required in order to easily follow the arguments given here.
Nonstandard analysis formulation
To remove some of the "epsilon management" in the arguments, and also to more easily access some results from [6] that are phrased in a nonstandard setting, we will convert the main results of our paper to a nonstandard formulation. We will use the nonstandard framework based on a single non-principal ultrafilter α P βNzN, as laid out in [6, Appendix A], and will freely use the notation from that appendix in the sequel. In particular, we have the asymptotic notation X " OpY q, X ! Y , or X " Y when |X| ď CY for some standard C, and X " opY q if one has |X| ď εY for every standard ε ą 0. We say that a quantity X is bounded if X " Op1q, and write
We define a nonstandard group (or internal group) to be an ultraproduct G " ś nÑα G n of (standard) groups G n , a nonstandard finite set (or internal finite set) to be an ultraproduct A " ś nÑα A n of (standard) finite sets A n , and so forth. Note that an internal finite set A has an internal cardinality |A| " lim nÑα |A n |, which is a nonstandard finite number.
We define an ultra approximate group to be an ultraproduct A " ś nÑα A n of (standard) sets A n |, which are all K-approximate groups for some standard number K independent of n. Similarly, define an ultra coset nilprogression to be an ultraproduct HP " ś nÑα H n P n of (standard) coset nilprogressions H n P n whose rank and nilpotency class are bounded uniformly in n; thus HP itself will have rank and nilpotency class which are standard natural numbers. If g P G, then }g} HP is well-defined as a nonstandard element of r0,`8s; similarly for }g} HP,S if S is a nonstandard finite set. We define the notion of an ultra nilprogression similarly (discarding the finite group H).
An ultra nilprogression P pu 1 , . . . , u r ; N 1 , . . . , N r q (with N 1 , . . . , N r now nonstandard reals) is said to be in normal form if it obeys the following axioms:
(i) (Upper-triangular form) For every 1 ď i ă j ď r and for all four choices of signs one has
(ii) (Local properness) The expressions u n 1 1 . . . u nr r are distinct as n 1 , . . . , n r range over the nonstandard integers with n i " opN i q for i " 1, . . . , r. (iii) (Volume bound) One has |P | -
An ultra coset nilprogression is said to be in normal form if its associated ultra nilprogression is in normal form. Theorem 1.7 then follows from (and is in fact equivalent to) the following nonstandard analysis statement.
Theorem 2.1 (Inverse theorem for polynomial growth, nonstandard formulation). Let A be an non-empty internally finite subset of a nonstandard group G, let n be an unbounded natural number, and suppose that |A n | ď n Op1q |A|. Then there exists an ultra coset nilprogression HP in normal form, and a finite subset X of G of bounded cardinality containing the identity, such that
and such that }g} HP,X " Op1{nq for all g P A.
Let us see how Theorem 2.1 implies Theorem 1.7. Suppose for contradiction that Theorem 1.7 fails. Carefully negating the quantifiers, we conclude that there exists d ą 0, a sequence G n of (standard) groups, finite non-empty subsets A n of G n , and a sequence n n of natural numbers going to infinity such that |A nn n | ď n d n |A n | for all n, but such that for each n, there does not exist a coset progression H n P n in G n of rank and nilpotency class at most n in n-normal form and a finite subset X n of G n of cardinality at most n containing the identity such that
We now take ultraproducts, forming the nonstandard group G :" ś nÑα G n and the internally finite subset A :" ś nÑα A n , and the nonstandard natural number n :" lim nÑα n n . By hypothesis, n is unbounded and |A n | ď n d |A|. Thus by Theorem 2.1, there exists an ultra coset progression HP in normal form and a finite subset X of G of bounded cardinality containing the identity, such that
Cn and such that }g} HP,X "ď C{n for all g P A, and some standard C. Writing HP " ś nÑα H n P n and using Los's theorem (see e.g. [6, Appendix A]), we see that for n sufficiently close to α (and enlarging C if necessary), H n P n is a coset nilprogression of rank and nilpotency class at most C, in C-normal form, with
Cnn and such that }g n } HnPn,Xn "ď C{n n for all g n P A n . But this contradicts the construction of the A n for n large enough.
Inverse theorem for polynomial growth of sets
We now prove Theorem 2.1. Let A and n be as in that theorem. Since |A n | ! n Op1q |A| and n is unbounded, we see from the pigeonhole principle that there exists an unbounded n 0 ! n such that |A 100n 0 | ! |A n 0 |. As we will see at the end of the argument, it would be convenient if we could take n 0 -n, and from Theorem 1.5(ii) we see that we may do so when A is symmetric and contains the identity; however, we are not assuming symmetry on A, and so we will have to temporarily allow for the possibility that n 0 is much less than n, and return to address this issue at the end of the argument. If we now applied [6, Theorem 4.2], we could conclude that the ultra approximate group pA n 0 Y t1u Y A´n 0 q 12 contained an ultra coset progression HP in normal form with |HP | -|A n 0 |. However it will be convenient to impose an additional "N-properness" hypothesis on P that strengthens the local properness property of normal form; this strengthening is not explicitly provided in [6, Theorem 4.2] , and so we will repeat some of the arguments in [6] to obtain this refinement:
Proposition 3.1. There exists an ultra coset nilprogression HP Ă pA
with |HP | -|A n 0 | such that the associated ultra nilprogression P pu 1 , . . . , u r ; N 1 , . . . , N r q " HP {P in normal form obeys the additional property:
(ii') (N-properness) The group elements u n 1 1 . . . u nr r with n 1 " OpN 1 q, . . . , n r " OpN r q are all distinct.
Proof. We first apply [6, Theorem 10.10] to conclude the existence of an ultra approximate groupÃ Ă pA
Op1q with |Ã| -|A n 0 | which enjoys a global model φ : xÃy Ñ L (as defined before [6, Proposition 6.10]) into a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group L. Here and in the sequel xÃy denotes the external group generated byÃ, that is to say the set of all words inÃ of bounded length. The crucial property here is that L is simply connected; in [6, Theorem 10.10] , this is basically accomplished by quotienting out a maximal compact subgroup from a preliminary Lie model for xAy.
If one now applies [6, Theorem 4.2] toÃ, then we see thatÃ 4 contains an ultra coset nilprogression HP in normal form commensurable 5 withÃ 4 and hence of cardinality -|A n 0 |. Furthermore, an inspection of the proof (using φ as the Lie model) reveals that H lies in the kernel of φ (as L, being simply connected nilpotent, has no nontrivial compact subgroups), and so by abuse of notation we may also define φ on the quotient space xHP y{H; also, the image of HP will be an open neighbourhood of L. Finally, the rank r of HP does not exceed the dimension of the Lie model L. It remains to establish the N-properness, which will ultimately be a consequence of the simply connected nature of L.
Suppose for contradiction that we have a collision Because of this and further repeated application of the upper triangular form condition, we see that for any other a 1 , . . . , a r with a j " OpN j q for 1 ď j ď r, we can write 5 We say that two symmetric sets of a group are commensurable if each set can be covered by a bounded number of left-translates of the other.
where b j " OpN j q for i ď j ď r and 0 ď b i ă m i . Meanwhile, by the arguments in [6, §9] , we see that for each 1 ď j ď r there is a one-parameter subgroup t Þ Ñ expptX j q in L such that
or all n j " OpN j q. From this, the normal form property (i) composed with φ, and the simply connected nilpotent nature of L (which makes the exponential map a diffeomorphism, and the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula globally valid) we conclude in particular that rX j , X k s lies in the linear span of X k`1 , . . . , X r in the Lie algebra of L for all 1 ď j ă k ď r. From this and (3.2) we conclude that every element in φpxHP yq takes the form
with t j P R for all 1 ď j ď r, with 0 ď t i ď st
. As φpHP q is an open neighbourhood of L and L is connected, φ must be surjective on xHP y. Since r cannot exceed the dimension of L, this forces r to in fact be equal to the dimension of L, and the X 1 , . . . , X r to be linearly independent. However, due to the limitation on t i and the upper triangular nature of the Lie brackets rX j , X k s mentioned above, we see that not every element of L is of the form (3.3) (for instance, exppt i X i q is not of this form if t i is negative or larger than st m j N j ), giving the required contradiction.
Let HP be as above. As pA n 0 Y t1u Y A´n 0 q 3 is commensurable with HP , it can be covered by a bounded number of left-cosets of the group xHP y; if we let π : xA n 0 y Ñ xA n 0 y{xHP y be the quotient map, we thus see that πpA n 0 q has bounded cardinality. On the other hand πpA m q is non-decreasing in m. By the pigeonhole principle, we may thus find 1 ď n 1 ă n 0 such that πpA n 1 q " πpA n 1`1 q. There thus there exists a finite set X P xA n 0 y (of bounded cardinality) such that A n 1`1 Ă XxHP y, and such that the cosets xxHP y for x P X are disjoint and all have non-empty intersection with A n 1 . Since
we see that left multiplication by any element a of A preserves XxHP y, and so for each a P A there is a unique permutation σ a : X Ñ X with the property that
for all x P X.
We now apply an argument of Sanders [22] . Since |pA
Thus, by the pigeonhole principle, we may find n 0 ă n 2 ă 2n 0 such that
thus if we write B :" A n 2 then
We now introduce a nonstandard semi-metric d : GˆG Ñ˚r0, 2s on G by the formula
where ∆ is set-theoretic difference, then d is non-negative, right-invariant (thus dpxg, ygq " dpx, yq for all g P G), symmetric, and obeys the triangle inequality. From (3.5) (and the fact that A contains the identity) we see that
for all a P A.
To use this, we study the geometry of the semi-metric d on the coset space X :" txxHP y : x P Xu. We would like to define the nonstandard distances
for any x, x 1 P X. Here we run into a technical problem in that the infimum is not automatically defined since the set on the right-hand side is external. However, we can fix this as follows. First, using right-invariance, we may (formally) write
Next, observe that if dpx, y 1 q ă 2, then from (3.6) Bx and By 1 intersect, so y 1 lies in B´1Bx; since
we see that B´1Bx is covered by boundedly many left translates of HP . In particular, B´1Bx X x 1 xHP y is contained in x 1 HP m 1 for some standard m 1 (which can be made uniform in x, x 1 , since there are only boundedly many choices for these parameters), thus we may (formally) write
We take this as the definition of d X , and then one easily verifies that the previous two formulae for d X are also valid (interpreting the infimum as the greatest lower bound). This makes d X a well-defined nonstandard semi-metric on X.
By construction, we have d X pxxHP y, x 1 xHP yq ď dpx, x 1 q for all x, x 1 P X. Unfortunately, it is possible for d X pxxHP y, x 1 xHP yq to be significantly smaller than dpx, x 1 q, which will be undesirable for our purposes. Fortunately, we can fix this by exploiting the "gauge freedom" to multiply each x P X (other than the identity, which we wish to keep in X) on the right by an arbitrary element of xHP y, which does not affect the cosets in X or the metric d X :
Lemma 3.2. After right-multiplying each x P X (other than the identity) by an element of xHP y, we can ensure that
Proof. We enumerate X as x 1 , . . . , x m with x 1 " 1, so that cosets in X are enumerated as C 1 , . . . , C m with C i :" x i xHP y. We form a spanning tree on these cosets by connecting each C i , 1 ă i ď C m , to the C j , 1 ď j ă i that minimises the distance d X pC i , C j q; we refer to this j as the "parent" of i. (If there is more than one j that minimises the distance, break the tie arbitrarily.) This is clearly a spanning tree. We claim the following property: if 1 ď i ă j ď m, then d X pC i , C j q is comparable to the length of the path
. . , C k l " C j connecting C i to C j in the spanning tree, thus
The lower bound follows from the triangle inequality. To prove the upper bound, we assume inductively that the claim has already been established for smaller values of j. If C k l´1 " C i then the claim is trivial, so suppose that C k l´1 ‰ C i . As k l´1 is the parent of k l " j, we see from construction of the spanning tree we have
From the induction hypothesis we have
and the claim follows.
Proceeding recursively from C 2 to C l , we may now right-multiply each x i , 2 ď i ď l by an element of xHP y such that
for all 2 ď i ď l, where j i denotes the parent of i. The claim now follows from (3.9) and the triangle inequality.
Henceforth we let X be chosen to obey the conclusion of the above lemma. Let a P A and x P X. By (3.4) we have ax " x 1 g for some g P xHP y and x 1 :" σ a pxq. From the above lemma, right-invariance, and (3.7), we have dpx,
By the triangle inequality and right invariance, we then have
By repeated application of right-invariance and the triangle inequality we have
for any nonstandard natural number m, and in particular there exists m 0 " n 0 such that dpx
. . , r and 1 ď m ď m 0 . From Proposition 3.1 (and the upper triangular form (i)) we conclude that n 1,m is linear in m, n 1,m " mn 1,1 , which implies that
A second application of Proposition 3.1 (and the upper triangular form) then shows that n 2,m is linear in m up to additive errors of OpmN 2 {n 0 q, which implies that n 2,1 " OpN 2 {n 0 q. Continuing in this fashion we see that n i,1 " OpN i {n 0 q for all i, which implies that }g} HP ! 1{n 0 , thus }σ a pxq´1ax} HP ! 1 n 0 for all x P X, and thus by (1.1) we have
for all a P A. If we had n 0 -n then we would now have Theorem 2.1; however we currently only have n 0 ! n. We can address this issue as follows. Firstly, if we set
By repeating the arguments used to establish (1.4) we see that In particular, we have |pA 1 q 100n | -|pA 1 q n | for any n ě n 0 . If we now repeat the entire argument in this section, and n 0 replaced by n, until we reach (3.10) again (and with HP replaced by some other ultra coset nilprogression), we obtain Theorem 2.1 as required.
Further growth of locally polynomial functions
We now establish Theorem 1.9. Arguing as in Section 2, we can derive Theorem 1.9 from the following nonstandard version:
for all nonstandard natural numbers m ě 1.
Let A and n be as in the above theorem. By the arguments in the previous section, A n is commensurable with an ultra coset nilprogression HP in normal form, of some standard rank r, which obeys the N-properness property in Proposition 3.1. We will induct on this parameter r, assuming that the claim has already been proven for smaller values of r. From (1.4) and Theorem 1.5(ii) we have
where P :" HP {H, which lies in the internal group NpHq{H, where NpHq is the normaliser of H in G. Thus matters reduce to showing that log |P m | " log |P |`f plog mq`Op1q (4.1) for f as above.
By construction, P " P pu 1 , . . . , u r ; N 1 , . . . , N r q is an N-proper ultra nilprogression in normal form. We may assume that N i " 1 for each i " 1, . . . , r, since any i with N i " op1q can simply be deleted from the progression, at which point we can use the induction hypothesis. It will be convenient to lift this progression up to a nonstandard simply connected L Lie group (cf. [6, Lemma C.3] for a similar lifting from a local group nilprogression to a global group nilprogression):
There exists a nonstandard simply connected nilpotent Lie group L of dimension r (that is to say, the ultraproduct of standard simply connected nilpotent Lie groups of dimension r), a linear basis (over˚R) X 1 , . . . , X r of the associated Lie algebra log L (which can be identified with L using the exponential map exp : log L Ñ L and its inverse, the logarithmic map log : L Ñ log L), and a homomorphism φ : Γ Ñ NpHq{H from the nonstandard group Γ ď L generated by exppX 1 q, . . . , exppX r q to NpHq{H such that exppX i q " u i for all i " 1, . . . , r. Furthermore, we have
for all 1 ď i, j ď r and some nonstandard rationals c ijk , such that qc ijk is a nonstandard integer for some bounded positive integer q, and such that c ijk "
where r, s of course denotes the Lie bracket on L. Finally, for any standard C ą 0, φ is injective on P pexppX 1 q, . . . , exppX r q; CN 1 , . . . , CN r q.
Proof. We induct on r. The case r " 0 is vacuously true. We could use this as the base case, but the r " 1 case is also easily verified directly, by setting L " log L :"˚R (with L expressed using additive notation), X 1 :" 1, and φpnq :" u n 1 for any nonstandard integer n. Now suppose inductively that r ą 1 and that the claim has already been proven for r´1. In particular, there exists a nonstandard simply connected nilpotent Lie group L 2 of dimension r´1, a linear basis X 2 , . . . , X r of log L 2 over˚R, and a homomorphism φ 2 : Γ 2 Ñ NpHq{H from the nonstandard group Γ 2 ď L 2 generated by exppX 2 q, . . . , exppX r q to NpHq{H such that exppX i q " u i for i " 2, . . . , r, and such that (4.2) holds for 2 ď i, j ď r and structure constants c ijk with the stated properties, and with φ 2 injective on P pexppX 2 q, . . . , exppX r q; CN 2 , . . . , CN r q for any standard C.
From the normal form hypothesis on P , we have
for 1 ď i ă j ď r and some nonstandard integers n i,j,k " Op
From the injectivity of φ 2 , we conclude that rexppX i q, exppX j qs " exppX j`1 q n i,j,j`1 . . . exppX r q n i,j,r for 2 ď i ă j ď r. It is clear that these relations on the generators exppX 2 q, . . . , exppX r q define Γ 2 as a group. Now, the element u 1 acts on NpHq{H by conjugation η : g Þ Ñ u 1´1 gu 1 " gru 1 , gs´1. In particular, rηpu i q, ηpu j qs " ηpu j`1 q n i,j,j`1 . . . ηpu r q n i,j,r for 2 ď i ă j ď r. Observe that ηpu i q " φ 2 pexppX 1 ifor 2 ď i ď r, where
All of the terms in the above identity then lie in P pexppX 2 q, . . . , exppX r q; CN 2 , . . . , CN r q for some standard C, so by injectivity of φ 2 we conclude that
for 2 ď i ă j ď r. Thus there exists a nonstandard group homomorphismη : Γ 2 Ñ Γ 2 that maps exppX i q to exppX 1 i q for 2 ď i ď r. Applying the same considerations to the inverse conjugation η´1 we see thatη is invertible, and is thus a nonstandard group automorphism on Γ 2 .
We would like to extend this automorphism from the nonstandard discrete group Γ 2 to the nonstandard Lie group L 2 . We first work in the intermediate nonstandard group Γ 2 p˚Qq, defined as the set of all elements g P L 2 such that g n P Γ 2 for some nonstandard positive integer n. From the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula (which has only finitely many terms in the nilpotent group L) we see that this is a nonstandard subgroup of L 2 that contains Γ 2 . We define the extensionη : Γ 2 p˚Qq Ñ Γ 2 p˚Qq by setting ηpgq :"ηpg n q 1{n for any g P Γ 2 p˚Qq and any nonstandard positive integer n with g n P Γ 2 , where we write g t :" exppt log gq for g P L 2 and t P˚R. It is easy to see that this extension is well-defined, and from the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula one can verify that it is a nonstandard group homomorphism; applying the same considerations to the inverse ofη we see thatη is in fact a nonstandard group automorphism on Γ 2 p˚Qq.
The group Γ 2 p˚Qq is an internally dense subgroup of L 2 , andη is internally locally uniformly continuous, soη extends uniquely to a nonstandard continuous group homomorphism on L 2 , which on consideration of the inverse is in fact a nonstandard continuous group automorphism on L 2 . As all continuous homomorphisms between Lie groups are smooth,η is in fact a nonstandard smooth group automorphism on L 2 . It induces a corresponding nonstandard Lie algebra automorphism logη : log L 2 Ñ log L 2 . By the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, we see that logηpX i q´X i lies in the linear span of X i`1 , . . . , X r over˚R for 1 ď i ď r.
The space of nonstandard Lie algebra automorphisms Φ : log L 2 Ñ log L 2 with the property that ΦpX i q´X i lies in the linear span of X i`1 , . . . , X r over˚R for 1 ď i ď r can be verified to be a nonstandard simply connected nilpotent Lie group. In particular, we can define an internal one-parameter group plogηq t : log L 2 Ñ log L 2 in this group for t P˚R that depend in an internally continuous fashion on t, which in turn defines an internal one-parameter group of nonstandard Lie group automorphismsη t : L 2 Ñ L 2 that also depend internally continuously on t. This lets us define an r-dimensional nonstandard Lie group L :"˚R˙η L 2 , which extends L 2 by an internal one-parameter group texpptX 1 q : t P˚Ru such that expp´tX 1 qg expptX 1 q "η t pgq for all t P˚R and g P L 2 . The map g Þ Ñ g´1η
t pgq is nilpotent from the structure of logη t and the BakerCampbell-Hausdorff formula, so L is nilpotent; as it is internally homeomorphic to˚R, it is also internally simply connected.
From construction, we have expp´X 1 q exppX j q exppX 1 q " exppX 1 j q for 2 ď j ď r, which gives (4.2) for the remaining case i " 1 from the Baker-CampbellHausdorff formula and a downward induction on j. This identity also yields φ 2 pexpp´X 1 q exppX j q exppX 1" u´1 1 φ 2 pexppX j qqu 1 .
Since the exppX j q for 2 ď j ď r internally generate Γ 2 , we conclude that φ 2 pexpp´X 1 qg exppX 1" u´1 1 φ 2 pgqu 1 and thus φ 2 pexpp´nX 1 qg exppnX 1" u´n 1 φ 2 pgqu n 1 for all g P Γ 2 and n P˚Z. If we then define Γ :"˚Z˙Γ 2 to be the internally discrete subgroup of L generated by exppX 1 q and Γ 2 , we may thus extend the internal homomorphism φ 2 : Γ 2 Ñ NpHq{H to an internal homomorphism φ : Γ Ñ NpHq{H such that φpexppX 1" u 1 .
Finally, we have to demonstrate the injectivity of φ on P pexppX 1 q, . . . , exppX r q; OpN 1 q, . . . , OpN r qq. Suppose for contradiction that injectivity failed. Gathering terms, we obtain a collision of the form φpexppn 1 X 1 q . . . exppn r X r" φpexppn Remark 4.3. One could also construct the Lie group L here using the theory of Mal'cev bases [16] .
Let L, φ, X 1 , . . . , X r be as in the above proposition. The set P m can now be expressed
where Q is the nilprogression Q :" P pexppX 1 q, . . . , exppX r q; N 1 , . . . , N r qq.
It is thus natural to begin analysing the geometry of Q m . To do this, we perform some calculations related to those in [9] , [28] (see also the analysis of Carnot-Carathéodory balls in [17] , [29] for some analogous calculations). Define a formal commutator word to be any string generated by the following rules:
‚ For any i " 1, . . . , r, i and i´1 are formal commutator words. ‚ If w 1 , w 2 are formal commutator words, then the strings rw 1 , w 2 s and rw 1 , w 2 s´1 are formal commutator words.
Thus for instance rr1, 2´1s´1, r1´1, 3ss´1 will be a formal commutator word if r ě 3. Define the length |w| of a formal commutator word w by requiring i, i´1 to have length 1 for i " 1, . . . , r, and rw 1 , w 2 s, rw 1 , w 2 s´1 to have length |w 1 |`|w 2 | for any formal commutator words w 1 , w 2 . Thus for instance rr1, 2´1s´1, r1´1, 3ss´1 has length 4.
Given a formal commutator word w, we define the element X w of log L as follows.
‚ For any i " 1, . . . , r, we keep X i as before, and write X i´1 "´X i . ‚ If w 1 , w 2 are formal commutator words, then X rw 1 ,w 2 s " logprexppX w 1 q, exppX w 2 qsq and X rw 1 ,w 2 s´1 "´X rw 1 ,w 2 s .
Thus for instance X rr1,2´1s,r1´1,3ss´1 " logrrexppX 1 q, expp´X 2 qs, rexpp´X 1 q, exppX 3 qss´1. Finally, we write N for the vector N :" pN 1 , . . . , N r q, and define N w for any formal commutator word by the following rules:
‚ For any i " 1, . . . , r, we write Since rX i , X j s lies in the (nonstandard) span of X k for k ą i, j, we see that X w " 0 for all but a bounded number of words w (for instance, u w " 1 whenever |w| ą r). Let W be the collection of formal commutator words for which X w ‰ 0. We enumerate W " w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w k in non-decreasing order of length, starting with the generating words 1, . . . , r, so in particular rw i , w j s lies further along W in this enumeration than w i or w j , or else fails to lie in W at all. From the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula we see that for any 1 ď i ă j ď k, rX w i , X w j s is a linear combination (over the standard rationals Q) of the X w l for j ă l ď k.
We have the following rough description of P pexppX 1 q, . . . , exppX r q; mN 1 , . . . , mN r q from [28] :
Proposition 4.4. Let m be a nonstandard natural number.
(i) One has exppn 1 X w 1 q . . . exppn k X w k q P Q Opmq whenever n 1 , . . . , n k are nonstandard integers with n j " OppmNq w j q for j " 1, . . . , r.
(ii) Conversely, every element g of Q m can be written in the form
where n 1 , . . . , n k are nonstandard integers with n j " OppmNq w j q for j " 1, . . . , r.
Proof. This follows from [28, Proposition C.1]. (Strictly speaking, that proposition as written restricts the words under consideration to be basic commutator words, but as observed in [9] , the argument extends without difficulty to arbitrary words.) The claim can also be established from [9, (3.2) , Proposition 3.10].
From Proposition 4.4(ii) and the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula we also see that every element g of Q m can be written in the form
where a 1 , . . . , a k are nonstandard rationals with standard denominator and a j " OppmNq w j q for j " 1, . . . , r. A further application of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula gives
for some coefficients α i,j " OpN j {N w i q that are nonstandard rationals with standard denominator. We can therefore write
with b j nonstandard rationals with standard denominator, and the vector b :" pb 1 , . . . , b r q P R r lying in the (internal) convex hull B m of˘CpmNq w i α i for i " 1, . . . , k, where C is a sufficiently large standard quantity and α i P˚R r is the vector α i " pα i,1 , . . . , α i,r q Since α 1 , . . . , α r is just the canonical basis for˚R r , this convex hull B m contains the unit cube (if C is large enough), and so from standard volume packing arguments we see that |Q m | ! volpB m q.
We also have a matching lower bound:
Proposition 4.5. For any nonstandard positive integer m, we have
Proof. Since B m and B Cm have comparable volume for any standard C ą 0, it will suffice to show that |Q C 0 m | " volpB m q for some standard C 0 .
By volume packing, we know that B m contains " volpB m q lattice points in˚Z r (if C is large enough). Let px 1 , . . . , x r q be one of these lattice points, and form the Lie algebra vector
. . , r (in fact they are nonstandard integer), and x r`1 "¨¨¨" x k " 0. Our strategy will be to factorise exppvq " exppx 1 X w 1`¨¨¨`x k X w k q as an element of Q Opmq times a "bounded" error. By rounding x 1 to the nearest integer n 1 and then using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, we may write
Op1q is a nonstandard real, n 1 is a nonstandard integer with n 1 " OppmNq w 1 q, and x 1 j " OppmNq w j q are nonstandard reals for j " 2, . . . , k. Iterating this procedure, we can obtain a factorisation of the form
where n i " OppmNq w i q are nonstandard integers and t i " Op1q are nonstandard reals for i " 1, . . . , k. In particular, by Proposition 4.4(i) we have
Using (4.4) and the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula (discarding the N w i denominator in the bounds on α i,j ), we thus have exppvq P Q Opmq exppy 1 X 1`¨¨¨`yr X r q where y 1 , . . . , y r are nonstandard reals with y i " OpN i q for i " 1, . . . , r. Repeating the previous factorisation procedure, we then have exppvq P Q Opmq exppn By construction, v is a linear combination of X 1 , . . . , X r with coefficients that are nonstandard rational with standard bounded denominator. By the Baker-CampbellHausdorff formula, the same is therefore true of log exppt 1 r X r q . . . exppt 
The right-hand side is a polynomial V pmq in m of bounded degree and non-negative coefficients. From the preceding bounds on Q m we thus have
Using x`y -maxpx, yq and the polynomial nature of V , we see that log V pmq is asymptotic to a piecewise linear continuous function of log m, with boundedly many pieces and all slopes non-negative bounded integers. This gives an estimate of the form log |Q m | " log |Q|`f plog mq`Op1q (4.6) with f of the required form (and with the additional property of being convex). By Since the homomorphism φ is not injective in Q m 0 , there exists a non-identity element g of Q Opm 0 q such that φpgq " 1. If g does not commute with every generator exppX i q of Q, then we may replace g with the commutator rg, exppX i qs for some i " 1, . . . , r, which still lies in Q Opm 0 q (with a slightly larger implied constant). Repeating this procedure a bounded number of times, we may assume without loss of generality that g commutes with every exppX i q and thus with Γ; since Γ is internally cocompact in L and the group operations are polynomial, this implies that g is a central element of L.
Next, we observe from Theorem 1.5(ii) (or (4.6)) that
which by [25, Corollary 3.11] shows that the P m are ultra approximate groups for all m -m 0 . As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we can then find an ultra approximate groupÃ Ă P Opm 0 q commensurate with P m 0 with a global model ψ : xÃy Ñ L 1 to a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group L 1 .
We have a key dimension reduction estimate:
Proof. Recall we have the internally convex body B m 0 in˚R r . This generates two external subspaces (over R) of˚R r ; the space OpB m 0 q consisting of all vectors v of the form λw for some λ P R and w P B m 0 , and the subspace opB m 0 q be the set of all vectors v P˚R r such that λv P B m 0 for all λ P R. By John's theorem [14] , we see that opB m 0 q is an (external) subspace of OpB m 0 q, with a quotient OpB m 0 q{opB m 0 q that has dimension exactly r (over R). Since m 0 is unbounded, opB m 0 q contains R r , and so in particular OpB m 0 q{opB m 0 q is also the image of OpB m 0 q X˚Z r under the projection map coming from quotienting by opB m 0 q.
Pulling back the Lie algebra structure on log L under the map ξ : pv 1 , . . . , v r q Þ Ñ v 1 X 1v r X r , we obtain a nonstandard nilpotent Lie algebra structure on˚R r . From the definition of B m 0 , we see that this Lie bracket preserves OpB m 0 q, with opB m 0 q as an external Lie algebra ideal (over R). Thus the vector space OpB m 0 q{opB m 0 q acquires the structure of an r-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra (over R). Exponentiating this, we obtain an r-dimensional nilpotent Lie group L 0 :" exppOpB m 0 q{opB m 0(over R).
Similarly, ξpOpB m 0is an (external) subspace (over R) of log L that is closed under Lie bracket, with ξpopB m 0an external Lie algebra ideal, so exppξpopB m 0is a normal subgroup of exppξpOpB m 0in L, and as ξ is a Lie algebra isomorphism, we see that the quotient group exppξpOpB m 0{ exppξpopB m 0may be identified with L 0 and is thus also an r-dimensional nilpotent Lie group over R.
Since exppt i X i q lies in exppξpopB m 0for any i " 1, . . . , r and bounded t i , the same rounding argument used to prove Proposition 4.5 shows that any element of exppξpOpB m 0may be factored as an element of xQ m 0 y and an element of exppξpopB m 0. In particular, this implies that the image of Q m 0 Ă exppξpOpB m 0in L 0 is a compact neighbourhood of the identity.
Recall thatÃ Ă P
Cm 0 " φpQ Cm 0 q for some standard natural number C. The set Q Cm 0 X φ´1pÃq, when projected onto L 0 , is then a bounded symmetric set E, and from countable saturation it is closed. SinceÃ is commensurable with P m 0 " φpQ m 0 q, we see that the image of Q m 0 in L 0 can be covered by a bounded number of translates of E, so that E has positive measure. By the Steinhaus lemma, this implies that E 2 contains a neighbourhood of the identity, and in particular generates L 0 as a group. From this we see that to every group element h P L 0 , we may find an elementh in the preimage of h in xQ m 0 y such that φphq P xÃy. This elementh is defined up to an element of xQ m 0 y X exppξpopB m 0.
Suppose we have two such preimagesh,h 1 , thenh 1 "hk for some k P xQ m 0 y X exppξpopB m 0with φpkq P xÃy. For any standard natural number n, we have k n P xQ m 0 y X exppξpopB m 0, so by arguing as in the proof of Proposition 4.5, we see that k n Ă Q Cm 0 X for some standard C and some set X of bounded cardinality (both independent of n), so that φpkq n Ă P Cm 0 Y for some set Y of bounded cardinality. AsÃ is commensurate with P m 0 , we conclude that φpkq n ĂÃZ for some set Z of bounded cardinality. In particular, from the pigeonhole principle we see that φpkq n PÃ 2 for infinitely many n, and thus ψpφpkqq n Ă ψpÃ 2 q for infinitely many n. But ψpÃ 2 q is precompact and L 1 is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group, which (as can be seen by taking logarithms in L 1 ) forces ψpφpkqq " 1 and hence ψpφphqq " ψpφph 1 qq. We can thus define a map Φ :
Φphq " ψpφphqq whenever h P L 0 andh P xQ m 0 y is in the preimage of h with φphq P xÃy. From construction one can verify that Φ is a group homomorphism, and is continuous at the identity, and is thus a Lie group homomorphism. Since ψ : xÃy Ñ L 1 is surjective, we see that Φ is surjective also.
As L 0 has dimension r, this already shows that L 1 has dimension no larger than r. To show that L 1 has dimension strictly less than r, it will suffice to show that Φ is not injective. To do this, suppose for contradiction that Φ is injective. Recall from construction of m 0 that φ is not injective on Q m 0 . Thus, there exists a non-identity element g of Q 2m 0 that lies in the kernel of φ. If g 1 is the projection of g to L 0 , we thus see that g 1 lies in the kernel of Φ, and is thus the identity since we are assuming φ to be injective. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 4.5, we conclude that g n P Q Cm 0 X for all standard n, some standard C, and some X of bounded cardinality. Since Q Cm 0 is commensurate to Q m 0 {4 , we conclude from the pigeonhole principle that g n P Q m 0 {2 for some positive standard integer n. But g n is not the identity (as can be seen from taking logarithms) and in the kernel of φ, thus φ is non-injective on Q m 0 {2 , a contradiction.
Using this global model ψ in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we may thus find an Nproper ultra coset nilprogression H 1 P 1 Ă P Opm 0 q of rank strictly smaller than r with 4) and the induction hypothesis, we have log
for all nonstandard natural numbers m and some piecewise linear continuous function f with boundedly many pieces and all slopes non-negative bounded integers. By monotonicity of log |P m | in m, this implies that
for all m ě m 0 . Concatenating this with the already established case m " Opm 0 q of the estimate (4.1), we obtain (4.1) for all m, as required.
Inverse theorem for polynomial growth of measures
In this section we prove Theorem 1.12.
Just as Theorem 1.7 follows from the nonstandard counterpart in Theorem 2.1, we may similarly obtain Theorem 1.12 from a nonstandard analogue. Define a nonstandard probability measure µ : G Ñ˚R`on a nonstandard group G " ś nÑα G n to be an ultralimit of standard probability measures µ n : G n Ñ R`. One can define the (nonstandard) convolution and ℓ 2 norm of such a probability measure in the obvious fashion, as well as define what it means for a nonstandard probability measure to be symmetric. Given a nonstandard subset E of G, the quantity µpEq is then a nonstandard real number between 0 and 1, and given a nonstandard function f : G Ñ r0,`8s, the integral ş G f dµ P˚r0,`8s is a nonstandard element of r0,`8s.
By repeating the "compactness and contradiction" arguments used to derive Theorem 1.7 from Theorem 2.1, we may thus derive Theorem 1.12 from Theorem 5.1 (Inverse theorem for polynomial growth, nonstandard formulation). Let µ be a symmetric nonstandard probability measure on a nonstandard group G, let ε ą 0 be standard, and suppose that
for some unbounded natural number n. Then there exists an ultra coset nilprogression HP , and a finite subset X of G of bounded cardinality containing the identity, such that
We now prove Theorem 5.1. Henceforth we abbreviate ℓ 2 pGq as ℓ 2 . Let B be a large standard quantity to be chosen later. Let n 1 be the element of r1, ns that maximises the quantity
then we have
and thus n 1´Op1{Bq ď n 1 ď n and in particular n 1´ε{2 " opn 1 q if B is large enough.
Let n 0 :" tn 1 {100u, then n 0 is an unbounded natural number with
(We allow implied constants to depend on B unless otherwise specified.)
Applying the form of the Balog-Szemerédi-Gowers theorem from [5, Proposition A.1], together with Proposition 3.1, we thus have
for some ultra coset nilprogression HP in normal form with
Furthermore, the nilprogression HP is infinitely proper in the sense of Proposition 3.1.
By the pigeonhole principle, we may find n 1 in rn 0 , 2n 0 s such that
and
From construction we have n 1´ε{2 " opn 1 q. (5.10)
Squaring (5.8), we see that
and hence by the cosine rule
11)
It will be convenient to manipulate this expression a bit. Taking square roots, and then using the triangle inequality in h, we see that
By Young's inequality we also havê
Also, from (5.11) we havê
and thus by the triangle inequality in g, h and the symmetry of μ
which when combined back with (5.13) and the triangle inequality giveŝ
and thus, on combination with (5.12) we havê
where ν :" pµ˚n
q{2; as ν and µ are symmetric, we may reverse this aŝ
Thus, if we introduce the right-invariant semi-metric
To use this, we exploit the following structural property of a small ball in the d metric:
Lemma 5.2. There exists a standard ε ą 0 such that the set tg P G : dpg, 1q ď εu is covered by Op1q left translates of HP 2 . In particular, it is a nonstandard finite set.
Proof. Let N be a standard natural number, and suppose that there exist g 1 , . . . , g N in tg P G : dpg, 1q ď εu with g 1 HP, . . . , g N HP disjoint. We will show that N is bounded by a standard constant C " Op1q independent of N, which then gives the claim from a greedy argument.
Since dpg i , 1q ď ε, we have
but from (5.6) we have νpy 0 HP q " 1 for some y 0 P G, and so by Cauchy-Schwarz }ν} ℓ 2 py 0 HP q " |HP |´1
{2
and thus by (5.9) and translating }ν} ℓ 2 py 0 HP q " }µ˚n
and so if ε is small enough
and thus on summing in N (using the disjointness of y 0 HP g´1 i )
But from Young's inequality we have
We can then cover tg P G : dpg, 1q ď εu by Op1q left cosets of xHP y. By the principle of infinite descent, taking ε sufficiently small, we may assume that tg P G : dpg, 1q ď εu and tg P G : dpg, 1q ď ε 1 u meet exactly the same set X Ă G{xHP y of left cosets of xHP y for any standard ε 1 ą 0.
We can put a (nonstandard) quotient metric d X on X by declaring d X pxxHP y, yxHP yq :" inftdpg, 1q : g P G; dpg, 1q ď ε; gxxHP y " yxHP yu,
noting that the set in the infimum is always a nonstandard finite set. By the construction of ε, we see that all distances in d X are op1q. Repeating the proof of Lemma 3.2, we may express X as txxHP y : x P Xu for some finite set X containing 1 of bounded cardinality, such that the cosets xxHP y for x P X are all distinct, and
for all x, x 1 P X. In particular
for some standard C, and that dpg, 1q " dpx, x 1 q (5.16) whenever x, x 1 P X and g P G are such that gx P x 1 xHP y. By right invariance, dpg, 1q " dpgx, xq, and thus dpgx, x 1 q ! dpg, 1q.
We can write gx " x 1 h for some h P HP C , thus
and thus by right-invariance and the triangle inequality
for any nonstandard n. In particular, by (5.15), h n P HP C whenever ndpg, 1q ď ε 1 for some standard ε 1 ą 0. By the properness of HP as in Section 3, we conclude that }h} HP ! dpg, 1q, and thus }g} HP,X ! dpg, 1q. This claim is clearly also true when dpg, 1q ą ε. We conclude from (5.14) that ż
Now we control the large dimensions of HP . From Markov's inequality and (5.17) we have }g} HP,X " Op1{n 1{2 0 q for a nonstandard set of µ-measure " 1. In particular, we see that g P XHP 
if B is large enough, where the implied constant in the Op1q exponents do not depend on B. Thus we have |HP
. . , L r be the dimensions of HP , we thus have
and thus L i " n ε{8 0 for at most Op1q values of i, where Op1q can depend on ε but does not depend on B.
From (5.17) and Markov's inequality we know that }g} HP,X ă n´ε {4 0 for a nonstandard set of µ-measure 1´Opn´1`ε {4 0 q " 1´Opn´1`εq; we denote the complement of this set as E. Let HP be the coset nilprogression HP with all generators u i with N i " opn ε{8 0 q removed; one easily checks that HP is still a coset nilprogression in normal form, and from the previous discussion HP has rank Op1q independently of B. For g R E, we have }g} HP,X ă n´ε for some m ! m 1 ! m 2 ! m. On the one hand, this implies that
n 1{2 }g} HP ,X whenever }g} HP ,X ă 1. It also implies that
where the Op1q exponent does not depend on B due to the bounded rank of HP . For B large enough, (5.7), (5.5) then gives
and the claim follows (using HP 1 in place of HP ).
Direct theorem for polynomial growth of measures
We now prove Theorem 1.13. Again, it suffices to establish a nonstandard variant:
Theorem 6.1 (Forward Littlewood-Offord theorem). Let G be a nonstandard group with nonstandard discrete symmetric probability measure µ. Let n be an unbounded natural number. Suppose that there exists a nonstandard coset progression HP in normal form and a non-empty set X of bounded cardinality such that ż
Then one has }µ˚n}´2 ℓ 2 ! |HP |.
The derivation of Theorem 1.13 from Theorem 6.1 proceeds as in previous sections and is omitted.
Let ε ą 0 be a small standard quantity to be chosen later. If we let µ 1 be µ conditioned to the event }g} HP,X ă ε, then from (6.1) µ 1 is a nonstandard symmetric discrete probability measure with µ ěˆ1´Op 1 εn q˙µ 1 and thus µ˚n " pµ 1 q˚n with implied constant depending on ε. Thus we may assume without loss of generality that }g} HP,X ă ε on the support of µ, without significantly affecting (6.1).
Write P " P pu 1 , . . . , u r ; N 1 , . . . , N r q denote the nilprogression P :" HP {P . Let HP be the ultra coset nilprogression formed from HP by removing those generators u i for which the associated dimension N i is bounded; as HP is in normal form, it is not difficult to see that HP is also an ultra coset nilprogression in normal form. For ε ą 0 a small enough standard quantity, one has HP t " HP t for all t ă ε, and so }g} HP ,X " }g} HP,X on the support of µ. Thus, by replacing HP by HP , we may assume without loss of generality that all dimensions N i are unbounded. where a :" pa 1 , . . . , a r q, b :" pb 1 , . . . , b r q, and P 1 , . . . , P r :˚Z rˆ˚Zr Ñ˚Z are polynomials of bounded degree; furthermore, if a i , b i " OpN i q for all i " 1, . . . , r, then P i pa, bq " OpN i q for all i " 1, . . . , r.
We may uniquely extend the polymomials P 1 , . . . , P r to be polynomials P 1 , . . . , P r : R rˆ˚Rr Ñ˚R of bounded degree; by interpolation (and the unbounded nature of N i ) it remains the case that if a 1 , . . . , a r , b 1 , . . . , b r are nonstandard reals with a i , b i " OpN i q for all i " 1, . . . , r, then P i pa, bq " OpN i q for all i " 1, . . . , r. Since P i p0, 0q " 0, this implies by further interpolation that if a i , b i " OpεN i q for some 0 ă ε ă 1, then P i pa, bq " OpεN i q. From the local properness of HP , we conclude the associativity property P pP pa, bq, cq " P pa, P pb, cqq (6.2)
. . , r and a sufficiently small standard ε ą 0, where P :˚R rˆ˚Rr Ñ˚R r is the polynomial map P :" pP 1 , . . . , P r q. Since the N i are unbounded, this implies from interpolation that the associativity law (6.2) is in fact valid for all a, b, c P˚R r . We can thus create a nonstandard Lie group L by setting L to equal the nonstandard vector space˚R r with multiplication law given by P . From the upper triangular property (i) it is easy to see that this multiplication law is nilpotent, and so L is a nonstandard simply connected Lie group. In particular, we have a bijective exponential map exp : l Ñ L from the nonstandard Lie algebra l (which as a nonstandard vector space is simply˚R r ) to L, inverted by a logarithm map log : L Ñ l. We also have a local representation map φ : HP Cε Ñ L defined (for some suitable large standard C independent of ε) by φpxq :" pa 1 , . . . , a r q whenever x P HP Cε and x mod H " u a 1
1 . . . u ar r with |a i | ! εN i (with implied constant independent of ε); this is well-defined by local properness if ε is sufficiently small depending on C, and from construction of L we have the local homomorphism property φpxyq " φpxqφpyq for x, y P HP Cε{2 ; also, H lies in the kernel of φ. Finally, from construction we see that
for x P HP Cε , where }} l is the usual (nonstandard) Euclidean norm on l "˚R r .
Let g be chosen at random using the (nonstandard) probability measure µ. By hypothesis, we can then associate a random permutation σ : X Ñ X and random elements h x P HP for x P X such that }h x } HP ď }g} HP,X and gx " σpxqh x for all x P X. If there are multiple choices for σ, we choose amongst them uniformly at random. The symmetry of µ then shows that the random tuples pσ, ph x q xPX q and pσ´1, ph´1 σ´1pxxPX q have the same distribution. From (6.1), (6.3) we have
For any i, j P S, we let p ij P˚r0, 1s denote the (nonstandard) probability that σpiq " j, and let a ij P l denote the conditional expectation a ij " Eplogpφph i qq|σpiq " jq (6.5) (with the convention that a ij " 0 if p ij " 0). Observe from the symmetry property mentioned above that p ij is a (nonstandard) symmetric stochastic matrix, in the sense that the p ij are non-negative nonstandard reals with p ij " p ji and
for all i P S. Also, we have the crude bound
for all i, j, and a further application of symmetry shows that a ij "´a ji . From (6.1) and Cauchy-Schwarz, we also have
n (this bound is vacuously true if p ij " 0.
for all i P X. Taking k " s`1 will then give the claim.
The case k " 1 is trivial (just set t i " 0 for all i), so suppose inductively that the claim has been proven for some 1 ď k ď s, and that we seek to prove the claim for k`1. With t i as in the induction hypothesis, let π be a linear projection from l to l k with bounded coefficients, and write b ij :" πplogpexpp´t j q exppa ij q exppt i.
Then b ij is anti-symmetric. From the bounds on a ij , t i and the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, one has b ij " Op1q and
nḟ or all i, j. By Lemma 6.2 applied to the coefficients of b ij , we can find v i P l k for i P X such that v i " Op1q and ? p ij pv i´vj q " Oˆ1 ? nḟ or i, j P X, and
for all i P X. If one then sets t 1 i :" t i`vi then the inductive claim follows from multiple applications of the Baker-CampbellHausdorff formula.
Let t i be as in the above lemma. We now build a "smooth bump function" Ψ : G Ñ˚R by the formula Ψpxq :" ÿ sPX:xPsHP Cε ψpε´1 logpexpp´t s qφps´1xqqq
for some sufficiently large standard C, where ψ : l Ñ˚R is a non-negative smooth compactly supported function independent of ε bounded away from zero near the origin, with all derivatives bounded.
The function Ψ is supported in XHP Cε , is bounded by Op1q, and is " 1 on a set of cardinality " ε |HP | (where the subscript denotes the fact that the implied constant can depend on ε), and so }Ψ} ℓ 2 -ε |HP | 1{2 (6.14)
Now we claim that Ψ is essentially stable under convolution by µ:
Proof. Given that µ˚Ψ´Ψ is supported on XHP Opεq , it will suffice to show that
for all s P X and h P HP Opεq .
We have Ψpshq " ψplogpexpp´t s qφphqq. Let g be drawn at random using µ, and let the random variables σ and h s be chosen as above. Then By Corollary 6.3, the sum vanishes, and the claim follows.
Iterating this lemma using Young's inequality and the triangle inequality, we see that
for any δ ą 0, and hence that xµ˚t δnu , Ψ˚Ψy " ε }Ψ} 2 ℓ 2 for some standard δ ą 0 depending on ε, whereΨpgq :" Ψpg´1q. Since Ψ˚Ψ is supported on XHP Opεq and has magnitude Op|HP |q, we conclude from (6.14) that µ˚t δnu pXHP q " ε 1 and hence by the pigeonhole principle we have µ˚t δnu psHP q " ε 1 for some s P X. Convolving µ˚δ n with itself (and using symmetry and the identity psHP q´1HP " HP 2 ) we conclude that µ˚2 tδnu pHP 2 q " ε 1 and thus on further convolution one has µ˚2 mtδnu pHP 2m q " ε,m 1 for any standard natural number m. By Cauchy-Schwarz (and the fact that HP is an ultra approximate group, which comes from the normal form and unbounded dimensions of HP ), this implies that }µ˚2 mtδnu }´2 ℓ 2 ! ε,m |HP | and hence by monotonicity (and choosing m large enough depending on δ) one has }µ˚n}´2 ℓ 2 ! ε,δ |HP | which gives the required claim.
Abelian inverse Littlewood-Offord theory
We now use Theorem 1.12 to reprove Theorem 1.3. The key input is the following Fourier-analytic fact.
Proposition 7.1. Let G " pG,`q be an abelian group. Let µ 1 , . . . , µ n be symmetric discrete probability measures, and define H`P,X dµpxq ď C A,ε n for some exceptional set E with µpEq ď C A,ε n 1´ε{2 . Here C A,ε is a quantity depending only on A and ε.
Since G is assumed to be torsion-free, H is trivial. By Chebyshev's inequality, the hypotheses on n 1 , and the definition of µ, we then have
n 1 for all but at most n 1 of the i P t1, . . . , nu and some C 1 A,ε depending on A, ε.
Let i be as above, and set m :" tpn 1 q 1{2 u, then from (1.1) there is a permutation σ : X Ñ X such that }v i`x´σ pxq} P ď C 2 A,ε m for some C 2 A,ε depending on A, ε and all x P X, which in particular implies upon iteration and telescoping that tv i , 2v i , . . . , mv i u Ă X`C 
Littlewood-Offord type theorems
In this section we prove Theorems 1.15, 1.16.
We first prove Theorem 1.15. Let µ be the uniform probability measure on A 1 , . . . , A n , A´1 1 , . . . , A´1 n , then µ is symmetric and splitting µ˚n " µ˚n 1˚µ˚n1˚µ˚i with n 1 " tn{2u and i P t0, 1u and using Young's inequality, we conclude from (1.9) that }µ˚n 1 } 2 ℓ 2 pGq ě 1 ε ? n or equivalently }µ˚n 1 }´2 ℓ 2 pGq ď ε ? n.
Applying Theorem 1.12 (with d " 1, n replaced n 1 , and ε replaced by (say) 1{2), we obtain a coset nilprogression HP of rank and nilpotency class at most C in C-normal form, and a finite subset X of G of cardinality at most C containing the identity, such that |HP | ď Cε ? n (8.1) and such that ż for some absolute constant C. From (8.2), Chebyshev's inequality, and (8.3), we see that we have }x} HP,X ă 1 Cε ? n for all x outside of a set of µ-measure at most C 1{2 ε 2`C 3 ε 2 , thus }A i } HP,X ă 1 Cε ? n for all but at most C 1 ε 2 n choices of i " 1, . . . , n, for some absolute constant C 1 . For each such i, we see from (1.1) that there exists a permutation σ i : X Ñ X such that }σpxq´1A i x} HP ă 1 Cε ? n for all x P X. Since |P | ď |HP | ď Cε ? n, we conclude that
for all x P X. Thus A i lives in the group H 1 :" tg P G : gXH " XHu, which is a group of order at most |X||H| ď C 2 ε ? n. The claim follows. Now we prove Theorem 1.16. By reducing n by one if necessary (and adjusting ε slightly), we may assume that n is even, then by Young's inequality }µ˚n {2 }´2 ℓ 2 pGq ď n and a set X Ă G of cardinality at most C d,ε such that the set F :" tg P G : }g} HP,X ď C d,ε ? n u has µ-measure at least 1´ε, where C d,ε depends only on d, ε.
Write HP {H " P pv 1 , . . . , v r ; N 1 , . . . , N r q. We may delete any generator v i with N i ă C´1 d,ε ? n (without significantly affecting the C d,ε -normal form), since this does not alter F . If g P F , then by (1.1) there is a permutation σ : X Ñ X such that σpxq´1gx P xHP y for all x P X, so that gXxHP y " XxHP y. The group tg : gXxHP y " XxHP yu contains xHP y as a finite index subgroup (since this is a stabiliser of the action of this group on the finite space XxHP y{xHP y), so it will suffice to show that xHP y has growth at most d. Quotienting by H, it suffices to show that v 1 , . . . , v r generate a group of growth at most d.
Let K " xHP y{H be the group generated by the v 1 , . . . , v r . This is a nilpotent group. Inductively using the upper-triangular property of nilprogressions in C-normal form, we see that the j th term K j in the lower central series of K is generated by a subset of tv i : N i ě C´1 j,d,ε n j{2 u for some C j,d,ε depending on j, d, ε. By the Bass-Guivarc'h formula [1, 13] , the order D of growth of K is then at most 
